Trinity College Dublin, Ireland's oldest university is recognised internationally as Ireland's leading university and continues to be at the cutting edge of research, technology and innovation placing the university at the forefront of higher education in Ireland and internationally. Trinity College Dublin is ranked Ireland's No 1 university and in the top 70 worldwide.

Situated in the centre of Dublin, Ireland's vibrant capital city and one of Europe's liveliest student hubs, Trinity College Dublin's 47-acre campus is home to technologically advanced libraries, laboratories and IT facilities that have been seamlessly integrated into the historic campus.

About Trinity College Dublin:
- Founded in 1592 by Queen Elizabeth I, Trinity is Ireland's oldest and most prestigious university
- Situated in an historic campus at the heart Ireland's English speaking capital city
- 17,000 students from 122 countries, with 40% of its staff from outside of Ireland
- Holds a library collection of 4.25 million books and electronic access to over 30,000 journals
- Recognised as an international centre for research
- Ranked top 50 in the world for English, Language & Literature, History, Geography, and Politics & International Studies by the 2012 QS Subject Rankings
- World leader in Nanotechnology, Information Technology, Immunology, Mathematics, Physics, Psychology, Philosophy, Biological Sciences and many more
- Has a vibrant social life with over 100 College societies and 50 sports clubs including cricket
- Over 92,000 alumni in 130 countries
Research at Trinity College Dublin

Trinity College Dublin is one of the world’s leading research-intensive universities, with a holistic outlook encompassing all major academic disciplines, and is committed to world-class research activities in key areas across science, engineering, social sciences, humanities, medicine and the arts. Trinity’s excellent reputation for teaching and research of the highest quality puts the university at the forefront of higher education in Ireland and internationally.

Trinity College Dublin Research Highlights

- Ranked 54th in the world in terms of citations - Times Higher Education Ranking of world Universities 2012
- 63rd in the world and 10th in Europe based on research performance alone - Leiden world University Ranking 2011
- Ranked in the top 1% of research institutions in the world in 17 fields (an increase of almost 150% from 2004) - Thomson Reuters Essential Science Indicators
- 67th in the world and 21st in Europe across all indicators - QS world University Ranking 2012

Trinity’s research has expanded considerably in recent years with the development of research institutes and centres. Research institutes provide a platform for fostering the intellectual drive that the university wishes to encourage. Emerging as a world leader in specific disciplines, Trinity College Dublin is focused on becoming a world reference point in a number of research thematic areas such as Nanoscience, Immunology and Infection, Neuroscience, Cancer, Digital Humanities, International Integration and Sustainable Environment to name but a few. For more information on Research at Trinity College Dublin see: www.tcd.ie/Research

Study at Trinity College Dublin

With three large faculties offering academic programmes at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels, students have a wide range of course options available to them. Undergraduate students can choose from over 400 full-time four year courses, covering a wide range of disciplines, with the majority of departments offering a four-year degree programme. Postgraduate students can choose from over 200 taught Masters programmes available throughout the three faculties in Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences; Engineering, Mathematics and Science; and Health Sciences. A full list of courses is available at: www.tcd.ie/Admissions

Trinity College Dublin - a University of Global Consequence

Committed to the highest excellence in all academic endeavours, Trinity College Dublin is a university with a global reputation. Trinity College Dublin is proud that both undergraduate and postgraduate students continue to come here in significant numbers from around the world and strives to offer its students a truly diverse, cosmopolitan and international experience.

- Ranked 22nd in the world in terms of ‘International Outlook’ - Times Higher Education world University Ranking 2012
- Ranked 29th in the world for ‘International Faculty’ - QS world University Ranking 2011/2012
- Ranked 38th in the world for ‘International Collaboration’ - Leiden world University Ranking 2011

For over 400 years Trinity College Dublin has nurtured some of the world’s great minds and today Trinity College Dublin graduates are found in every field of achievement and excellence. Your Trinity experience will continue for life and the Alumni Office will help you stay connected through the alumni network available at www.tcd.ie/alumni/update

Be part of our great tradition and explore a world of opportunity at www.tcd.ie/globalrelations